
 1: A Hard Look In The Mirror 
   by John Bennett
 2: Sticks And Stones 
   by John Bennett
 4: Making A List, Checking It Twice 
   by John Bennett
 6: They Met, Like Hamilton And Burr 
   by Michael Talbert Bruce
 19: Sasquatch 
   by Gary Every
20: Programming Is Everything 
   by Bill Finnegan
23: Cell Phone 
   by Ed Galing
24: Gridlock 
   by Michael Lenhart
 25: The Commercial Life 
   by Greg Moglia
 26: The Pretty Man 
   by Justin Rogers
27: Distant Neighbors 
   by John Rosenberg
29: trade in meat 
   by spiel
30: The Bad Zone 
   by Elizabeth Swados
 31: *a cosmic clown chased by  
            monsters and bionic bailouts* 
   by roibeárd Uíneíll
 32: *a cosmic clown takes  
   his medicine : omega* 
   by roibeárd Uíneíll
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First Class #32 has a clown on the cover, sticking out her tongue, 
mischief in her eye. No better choice to characterize the content 
of the current issue. As I pondered and reviewed what I have writ-
ten in my commentary in the “wordmakers” section, I noticed the 
theme that permeates much of the content of this issue... human 
struggle with, for, and against the various technologies that we 
have created (or that we endure). Technologies can be anything 
from a cell phone, to a means of serving food, to an economic 
system, hell, even a child-care robot (as you will see). I write 
these little analyses so that I can simultaneously legitimize my 
selections to myself, while also giving the reader a glimpse into 
my motives for selecting a particular story or poem. Reviewing 
the notes usually treats me to a recognition of the glue that holds 
an issue of First Class together. Is it me, grouping these commonly-
bonded works, or is it the mass of selections that come my way, 
collectively pointing my mind in a particular direction? I am at 
the mercy of the reader and writer. As editor, I merely pull the 
very best words out of my pobox, make them look pretty, and 
hope you enjoy.

Again, I am pleased that your eyes are on these pages.

Now, get reading!

      - Christopher M.

      - christopherm@four-sep.com


